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Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREDICTION MODE AND PARTITION MODE SYNTAX CODING FOR CODING UNITS IN HEVC

Abstract: A method and apparatus for coding of syntax elements are disclosed to allow prediction units in P and B slices to share the same syntax coding table. In one embodiment according to the present invention, the method and apparatus coding of syntax elements selectively apply a syntax coding table to encode or decode the syntax element associated with the partition mode of a coding unit of a picture region according to the slice type of the picture region. A first syntax coding table is used to process the syntax element if the slice type is an I mode and a second syntax coding table is used to process the syntax element if the slice type is not an I mode.
TITLE: Method and Apparatus for Prediction Mode and Partition Mode Syntax Coding for Coding Units in HEVC

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to video coding. In particular, the present invention relates to coding techniques for syntax elements associated with prediction mode and partition mode for coding units in HEVC.

BACKGROUND

[0003] HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) is an advanced video coding system being developed under the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) group of video coding experts from ITU-T Study Group. In HEVC, a $2N \times 2N$ coding unit (CU) can be hierarchically partitioned into a partition size selected from $2N \times 2N$, $2N \times N$, $N \times 2N$ and $N \times N$. The current HEVC also defines the prediction unit (PU), where a CU may consist of one or multiple PUs. There are various types (or partition types) regarding how a CU is partitioned into PUs. For example, an Intra $2N \times 2N$ CU may consist of one $2N \times 2N$ PU if it is greater than the smallest coding unit (SCU); or it may consist of either one $2N \times 2N$ PU or four $N \times N$ PUs if it...
is an SCU. An Inter 2Nx2N CU may consist of one 2Nx2N PU, two rectangular PUs (e.g. 2NxN or Nx2N), or four NxN PUs if it is an SCU. Fig. 1A illustrates possible symmetrical partitions for an inter 2Nx2N CU according to HEVC. When a 2Nx2N CU is partitioned into two rectangular PUs, asymmetrical partitions may also be used. Fig. 1B illustrates asymmetrical partitions, 2NxnU, 2NxnD, nLx2N, and nRx2N that are allowed for HEVC. In HEVC, an Inter coded slice may be coded in P mode or B mode, where a slice is a picture region typically consisting of one or more rows of LCUs (Largest CUs). Furthermore, in HEVC, a list of reference pictures is used for uni-prediction of a P or B slice. For the coding process of a P slice, there is one reference picture list (list 0 or list 1). For the coding process of a B slice, there are two reference picture lists (list 0 and list 1). In HEVC Working Draft 4 (HEVC WD4) (WD4: Working Draft 4 of High-Efficiency Video Coding, Brass, et. al, JCTVC-F803, Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) of ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG, Torino, Italy, July 2011), the prediction mode and partition mode binarization are defined as shown in Table 1. For a P slice, the CUs in the slice usually are processed according to P mode. Likewise, for a B slice, the PUs in the slice usually are processed according to B mode. Nevertheless, the PU in a P or B slice may also be processed according to I mode. Accordingly, Intra coding mode for P and B slices are also included in Table 1. In the case that Intra mode is not allowed for PUs in a P or B slice, all PUs in the P or B slice will only use MODE_INTER.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slice type</th>
<th>Value of pred_type</th>
<th>PredMode</th>
<th>PartMode</th>
<th>Bin string</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MODE_INTRA</td>
<td>PART_2Nx2N</td>
<td>cLog2CUSize &gt; Log2MinCUSize (Condition 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MODE_INTRA</td>
<td>PART_NxN</td>
<td>cLog2CUSize = = Log2MinCUSize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_2Nx2N</td>
<td>cLog2CUSize = = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_NxN</td>
<td>cLog2CUSize &gt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_2NxN</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_2NxnD</td>
<td>0 011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_nLx2N</td>
<td>0 0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_nLx2N</td>
<td>0 0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Table 1, the value of pred_type (specifying a prediction type) is used to designate an allowed PredMode (specifying a prediction mode) and PartMode (specifying a partition mode) combination. For example, there are two possible values, 0 and 1, for an I slice and there are 10 possible values, 0 through 9, for a P or B slice. Syntax element inter_4x4_enabled_flag specifies whether inter prediction can be applied to blocks having the size of 4x4 luma samples. Variable cLog2CUSize specifies the current CU size and Log2MinCUSize specifies the minimum coding block size. As shown in Table 1, code tables or bin string tables are different for P slice and B slice for each of three coding conditions. The three coding conditions correspond to (1) the case that cLog2CUSize > Log2MinCUSize, (2) the case that cLog2CUSize = = Log2MinCUSize and cLog2CUSize = = 3 && !inter_4x4_enabled_flag, and (3) the case that cLog2CUSize = = Log2MinCUSize and cLog2CUSize > 3 || inter_4x4_enabled_flag. For each coding condition, three code tables are used for I, P and B slices respectively. Accordingly, three sets of code tables or bin string tables are used for three coding conditions in Table 1. In HEVC, the NxN PU is not allowed when "cLog2CUSize > Log2MinCUSize". In other words, only 2Nx2N PU is allowed for I slice and there is no need to code this prediction and partition mode combination. Therefore, there are no code entries in this case (as indicated by "-" in Table 1) for the I slice. Similarly, the PART_2NxU, PART_2NxD, PART_2NxL, and PART_2NxR are not allowed when "cLog2CUSize == Log2MinCUSize". Accordingly, there are no code entries in this case (as
indicated by ".-" in Table 1) for P and B slices. Furthermore, when "cLog2CUSize == Log2MinCUSize" and "cLog2CUSize = 3 & & !inter_4x4_enabled_flag", Inter NxN is not allowed for P and B slices. Accordingly, there is no need to include code entries for these cases in Table 1.

[0005] According to HEVC WD 4, coding units in a P slice use different mode syntax coding (binarization) from coding units in a B slice. As shown in Table 1, for each coding condition, individual sets of codes are used for CUs in I, P and B slices respectively as indicated by thick-lined boxes. The set of codes for a P slice is different from the set of codes for a B slice. Furthermore, in HEVC WD4, the Intra mode has the highest priority (i.e., "1", shortest codeword in Table 1) for PUs in the P slice, while the INTER_2Nx2N has the highest priority for the B-coded PU than the P-coded PU. The use of separate syntax coding tables for P and B slices may increase system complexity. Therefore it is desirable to develop a scheme to allow unified syntax coding table for P and B slices to share.

**BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

[0006] A method and apparatus for coding of syntax elements are disclosed to allow coding units in P and B slices to share the same syntax coding table. In one embodiment according to the present invention, the method and apparatus coding of syntax elements selectively apply a syntax coding table to encode or decode the syntax element associated with the partition mode of a block in a picture region according to the picture-region type. A first syntax coding table is used to process the syntax element if the picture-region type is an I mode and a second syntax coding table is used to process the syntax element if the picture-region type is not an I mode. The picture region may correspond to a slice, a group of coding units (CUs), a group of largest CUs, or a title consisting of a first number of CUs vertically and a second number of CUs horizontally. The block may correspond to a coding unit. The partition mode belongs to a group comprising 2Nx2N, 2NxN, Nx2N and NxN. The group may further
comprise asymmetrical partition modes such as 2NxN, 2NxN, nLNx2N and nRx2N partition modes. The second syntax coding table can be different for different coding conditions. The second syntax coding table corresponds to a variable length code table.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0007] Fig. 1A illustrates 2Nx2N, 2NxN, N2N and N2N partition modes for a 2Nx2N coding unit in High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC).

[0008] Fig. 1B illustrates 2NxN, 2NxN, nLNx2N, and nRx2N asymmetrical partition modes for a 2Nx2N coding unit when the 2Nx2N coding unit is partitioned into two rectangular partitions in High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC).

[0009] Fig. 2 illustrates an exemplary flow chart for a system incorporating an embodiment of the present invention to allow coding units in P and B slices to share the same syntax coding table.

[0010] Fig. 3 illustrates an exemplary flow chart for a system incorporating an alternative embodiment of the present invention to allow coding units in P and B slices to share the same syntax coding table.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

[0011] As mentioned previously, it is desirable to develop a scheme that allows P slices and B slices to share unified syntax coding so that the system complexity can be reduced. Accordingly, the present invention discloses improved syntax coding for prediction mode and partition mode of HEVC. In one embodiment of the present invention, the slice type is checked first in order to select a corresponding coding table. If the slice type indicates the underlying slice is an I slice, a first syntax coding table is used to code the syntax element associated with
the prediction mode and partition mode of the CU in the I slice. If the slice type indicates the slice is not an I slice, a second syntax coding table is used to code the syntax element associated with the prediction mode and partition mode of the CU in a non-I slice. In HEVC, the non-Intra coded slice can be either a P slice or a B slice. Consequently, CUs in the P slice and the B slice share the same syntax coding table for each of the three coding conditions to code prediction mode and partition mode according to the present invention.

[0012] In the above example, a slice is an example of a picture region for PUs within this picture region to apply a prediction mode according to the prediction type of the picture region. The picture-region type may be an I, P or B type. Coding units within the picture region will be predicted according to the picture-region type. For example, if the picture region (such as a slice) is designated as an Intra coded picture region, CUs within this picture region will use Intra prediction. On the other hand, if the picture region is designated as a P or B coded picture region, CUs within this picture region will primarily use P or B prediction mode. However, it is also possible to allow a CU in a P or B picture region to use I prediction mode. While the slice is used as an exemplary picture region, other picture regions may also be used. For example, a group of CUs, a group of largest CUs (LCUs), or a title consisting of a first number of CUs vertically and a second number of CUs horizontally may also be used as a picture region. The coding unit is used as an exemplary block above for pixels within the block to share common coding parameters. Other type of blocks, such as a largest CU or a macroblock used in some coding standards, may also be used.

[0013] An exemplary coding table design for syntax elements associated with prediction mode and partition mode incorporating an embodiment of the present invention is shown in Table 2. In this way, the encoder/decoder design is simplified with a single CU mode syntax coding scheme for P and B slices. Table 2 is used to illustrate an exemplary table for CUs of P and B slices to share a same syntax coding table. While specific codes (i.e. bin strings) are designed and assigned to individual prediction mode and partition mode combinations, a skilled person in the art may practice the present invention by using other codes for table for
CUs of P and B slices to share a same syntax coding table. For example, the codes in Table 2 can be inverted by changing a "1" to a "0" and a "0" to a "1". Furthermore, other variable length codes may also be used to replace the codes shown in Table 2.

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slice type</th>
<th>Value of pred_type</th>
<th>PredMode</th>
<th>PartMode</th>
<th>Bin string</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cLog2CUSize &gt; Log2MinCUSize (Condition 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MODE_INTRA</td>
<td>PART_2Nx2N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MODE_INTRA</td>
<td>PART_NxN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_2Nx2N</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_Nx2N</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_Nxu</td>
<td>0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_2NxuD</td>
<td>0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_nLx2N</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_nRx2N</td>
<td>00010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>MODE_INTER</td>
<td>PART_NxN</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>MODE_INTRA</td>
<td>PART_2Nx2N</td>
<td>00011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>MODE_INTRA</td>
<td>PART_NxN</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0014] The exemplary unified syntax coding table for CUs in P and B slices, as shown in Table 2, includes Intra prediction mode (i.e., MODE_INTRA) for CUs in P and B slices. Nevertheless, the present invention is not limited to the specific prediction modes and partition modes used for CUs in P and B slices. The unified syntax coding table may correspond to entries with less prediction types or more prediction types. For example, the entries corresponding to values of pred_type equal to 8 (MODE_INTRA and PART_2Nx2N) and 9 (MODE_INTRA and PART_NxN) may be removed from the table. In this case, the codes in the unified syntax coding table are solely associated with the partition modes for P and B slices.

[0015] Fig. 2 illustrates an exemplary flow chart for a coding system incorporating the present invention. In step 210, syntax elements associated with a block in a picture region are received, wherein the syntax elements comprise prediction mode and partition mode for the CUs. The picture region is associated with a picture-region type and the picture-region type of
the picture region corresponds to an I type, a P type or a B type. The picture-region type of the picture region is checked in step 220 to determine whether the type is I. If the picture-region type is I, a first syntax coding table is selected (step 230) and the syntax elements are processed using the first syntax coding table (step 240). If the picture-region type is not I, a second syntax coding table is selected (step 250) and the syntax elements are processed using the second syntax coding table (step 260). For the first coding condition, i.e., cLog2CUSize > Log2MinCUSize, the first syntax coding table as indicated by a thick-lined box in Table 2 is Null, i.e., no code entries in this table. In other words, the partition mode for this case is inferred since only 2Nx2N PU is allowed. The second syntax coding table for CUs in P and B slices is indicated by another thick-lined box in Table 2. Similarly, for the second coding condition and the third coding condition, two respective syntax coding tables are used as indicated by thick-lined boxes in Table 2, where CUs in P and B slices always share the same syntax coding table.

Fig. 3 illustrates an alternative flow chart for a coding system incorporating the present invention. In step 310, syntax elements associated with CUs in a slice are received, wherein the syntax elements comprise prediction mode and partition mode for the CUs. The picture-region type of the picture region is checked in step 320 to determine whether the picture-region type is P or B. If the picture-region type is neither P nor B, a first table is selected (step 330) and the syntax elements are processing using the first syntax coding table (step 340). If the picture-region type is P or B, a second table is selected (step 350) and the syntax elements are processing using the second syntax coding table (step 360).

The performance of a coding system incorporating an embodiment of the present invention is compared with a reference system based on HEVC Test Model Version 4.0 (HM-4.0), where separate coding tables are used for CUs in P and B slices in HM-4.0. The performance is measured in terms of BD rate, where a negative value implies performance improvement over the reference system. The BD rate comparison is performed by adjusting coding parameters to cause the underlying systems to result in about the same objective quality.
The performance results are shown in Table 3 for high efficiency (HE) coding configuration using low-delay P and B pictures. Classes A through E refer to different sets of test video. The results as shown in Table 3 indicate that the simplified system with a unified syntax coding table shared by CUs in P slices and CUs in B slices achieves about the same performance as a conventional system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Low Delay P HE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Delay P HE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>Y 0.0%</td>
<td>U 0.2%</td>
<td>V 0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class C</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class D</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class E</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Y 0.0%</td>
<td>U 0.0%</td>
<td>V 0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0018] In summary, the method and apparatus for syntax element coding selectively apply a syntax coding table to encode or decode the syntax element associated with the partition mode or both the partition mode and prediction mode of a block in a picture region according to the picture-region type. In one embodiment, a first syntax coding table is used to process the syntax element if the picture-region type is an I mode and a second syntax coding table is used to process the syntax element if the picture-region type is not an I mode. In another embodiment, a first syntax coding table is used to process the syntax element if the picture-region type is a P or B mode, and a second syntax coding table is used to process the syntax element if the picture-region type is neither P nor B mode. The picture region may correspond to a slice, a group of coding units (CUs), a group of largest CUs (LCUs), or a title consisting of a first number of CUs vertically and a second number of CUs horizontally. The block may correspond to a coding unit. The partition mode may comprise 2Nx2N, 2NxN, Nx2N, NxN, 2NxnU, 2NxnD, nLNx2N and nRx2N. The syntax coding table can be different for different coding conditions. The syntax coding table may correspond to a variable length code table or a fixed length code table.
[0019] The above description is presented to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the present invention as provided in the context of a particular application and its requirement. Various modifications to the described embodiments will be apparent to those with skill in the art, and the general principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments. Therefore, the present invention is not intended to be limited to the particular embodiments shown and described, but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and novel features herein disclosed. In the above detailed description, various specific details are illustrated in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. Nevertheless, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced.

[0020] Embodiment of the present invention as described above may be implemented in various hardware, software code, or a combination of both. For example, an embodiment of the present invention can be a circuit integrated into a video compression chip or program code integrated into video compression software to perform the processing described herein. An embodiment of the present invention may also be program code to be executed on a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) to perform the processing described herein. The invention may also involve a number of functions to be performed by a computer processor, a digital signal processor, a microprocessor, or field programmable gate array (FPGA). These processors can be configured to perform particular tasks according to the invention, by executing machine-readable software code or firmware code that defines the particular methods embodied by the invention. The software code or firmware code may be developed in different programming languages and different formats or styles. The software code may also be compiled for different target platforms. However, different code formats, styles and languages of software code and other means of configuring code to perform the tasks in accordance with the invention will not depart from the spirit and scope of the invention.

[0021] The invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from its spirit or essential characteristics. The described examples are to be considered in all respects
only as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the invention is therefore, indicated by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing description. All changes which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their scope.
CLAIMS

1. A method for coding of syntax elements, the method comprising:
   receiving one or more syntax elements for a block in a picture region, wherein said one or more syntax elements are associated with a partition mode of the block and wherein the picture region is associated with a picture-region type and the picture-region type of the picture region corresponds to an I type, a P type or a B type;
   processing said one or more syntax elements according to a first syntax coding table, if the picture-region type is the I type; and
   processing said one or more syntax elements according to a second syntax coding table, if the picture-region type is the P type or the B type.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the picture region corresponds to a slice, a group of coding units (CUs), a group of largest CUs, or a title consisting of a first number of CUs vertically and a second number of CUs horizontally.

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein the block corresponds to a coding unit.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein said processing said one or more syntax elements corresponds to encoding said one or more syntax elements or decoding said one or more syntax elements.

5. The method of Claim 1, wherein the partition mode belongs to a group comprising 2Nx2N, 2NxN, Nx2N and NxN.

6. The method of Claim 5, wherein the group further comprises 2NxU, 2NxD, nLNx2N and nRx2N.
7. The method of Claim 1, wherein the second syntax coding table is different for a different coding condition.

8. The method of Claim 1, wherein the second syntax coding table corresponds to a variable length code table.

9. An apparatus for coding of syntax elements, the apparatus comprising:
   means for receiving one or more syntax elements for a block in a picture region, wherein said one or more syntax elements are associated with a partition mode of the block and wherein the picture region is associated with a picture-region type and the picture-region type of the picture region corresponds to an I type, a P type or a B type;
   means for means for processing said one or more syntax elements according to a first syntax coding table, if the picture-region type is the I type; and
   means for processing said one or more syntax elements according to a second syntax coding table, if the picture-region type is the P type or the B type.

10. The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein the picture region corresponds to a slice, a group of coding units (CUs), a group of largest CUs, or a title consisting of a first number of CUs vertically and a second number of CUs horizontally.

11. The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein the block corresponds to a coding unit.

12. The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein said means for processing said one or more syntax elements corresponds to means for encoding said one or more syntax elements or means for decoding said one or more syntax elements.

13. The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein the partition mode belongs to a group comprising 2Nx2N, 2NxN, Nx2N and NxN.
14. The apparatus of Claim 13, wherein the group further comprises 2NxnU, 2NxnD, nLNx2N and nRx2N.

15. The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein the second syntax coding table is different for a different coding condition.

16. The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein the second syntax coding table corresponds to a variable length code table.
Fig. 1A

Fig. 1B
Receiving one or more syntax elements for a block in a picture region, wherein said one or more syntax elements are associated with prediction mode and partition mode of the block and wherein the picture region is associated with a picture-region type and the picture-region type of the picture region corresponds to an I type, a P type or a B type.
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Receiving one or more syntax elements for a block in a picture region, wherein said one or more syntax elements are associated with prediction mode and partition mode of the block and wherein the picture region is associated with a picture-region type and the picture-region type of the picture region corresponds to an I type, a P type or a B type.
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